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Conforms to the unique shape of your head and neck

Mid-Size

™

ACCOMMODATE
Relieves pain or discomfort by
conforming to and stabilizing an 
existing condition. Provides comfort,
but does little to correct the condition.

TM

#190
MID-SIZE

(19" x 12" 48cm x 31cm)

■ Provides comfort for 
accommodation needs.

■	Helps to stabilize an 
existing condition.

■	Responds to body heat 
to better conform to 
the unique shape of 
your head and neck.

■	19"x12", 48cm x 31cm 
with 3", 8cm and  
4", 10cm lobes.

Doctor
recommenDeD
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Core MeMory™ Pillow

Provides Comfort for 
Special Sleeping Needs

 This memory foam cervical pillow is designed to help stabilize 
an existing condition and provide comfort for special sleeping 
needs. Its 100% viscoelastic memory foam responds to body heat to 
better conform to the unique shape of your head and neck.
 This pillow can also be used as part of a three-step process of 
ensuring good health. Once the existing condition is stabilized, you 
can move up to a more resilient foam pillow, such as the Memory 
Plus™ or Double Core™,  that can help reestablish and maintain 
proper alignment of the spine. This three-step process works to 
maintain good health by helping support the neck it in its proper, 
most natural position.  
 When using this pillow, most people experience an increase 
in sleeping comfort within a couple days. Others, however, may 
require up to two weeks before the muscles of their neck and  
back adjust.
 If you have any questions, consult your doctor.

Helps Relieve:
	 ■ Tension headaches

	 ■ Neck muscle and joint sprains and strains

	 ■ Ligament sprains

	 ■ Arthritis discomforts

Instructions
 Use as directed by your doctor. 
You may place this pillow in a laun-
dered pillowcase.
 This foam pillow helps stabilize 
existing conditions and provide  
comfort for special sleeping needs. If 
you haven’t slept on a cervical pillow, 
your body may 
require some 
time to adapt.
 Initially, begin 
using the pillow with the lobes down, 
sleeping on the flat side. This allows 
your body to more gradually adjust to 
a cervical pillow. After several weeks, 
turn the pillow 
over, with the 
lobes up, and 
sleep on the side 
that provides the 
best support while still being comfort-
able. The different sized lobes offer 
two levels of support.

To Clean
Pillowcase - wash in cool, soapy water. 
Tumble or line dry. Launder frequently.

Pillow - Wipe foam with a damp cloth; 
air dry. 

The 100% viscoelastic 
memory foam responds 
to body heat to better 
conform to the unique 
shape of your head and 
neck.

Different sized lobes offer 
two levels of comfort. 
Choose the level you 
need.

This design helps to 
stabilize an existing 
condition and provide 
comfort fot special 
sleeping needs.Plush fabric cover is soft 

and comfortable. Easily 
removable for washing.

This tag signifies quality  
construction and  
performance. Experience 
the kind of comfort that 
satisfies your day.
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Core Products is proud to guarantee 
your satisfaction with every product you 
purchase. We understand the importance 
of comfort. Therefore, if you are unhappy 

with any product for any reason, we will do
whatever is necessary to make your relationship 
with Core Products a pleasant one. All Core 
Products have a Guarantee of Satisfaction.


